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This is the 4-in-1 Smart Music Tool Every 
Musician Should Use  

Soundbrenner, the pioneer of music wearables, launches today on Kickstarter the first “swiss army 
knife” for musicians featuring a vibrating metronome, magnetic turner, a decibel meter and more 

 
 

HONG KONG – October 2nd, 2018 – All musicians, from aspiring beginners to legendary icons, 
know they will need hours of practice to unleash their full music potential. Yet, the existing music 
tools designed to help musicians get there are often cumbersome and utilize outdated 
technologies, resulting in poor user adoption amongst the 220 million musicians worldwide. Many 
are left with apps that give them convenience but sacrifice precision and reliability. After 
successfully launching the first wearable metronome, today Soundbrenner launches on Kickstarter 
the next generation premium wearable - Soundbrenner Core and Core Steel. It is a multipurpose 
device that combines the accuracy of professional music tools with the convenience of wearable 
technology, giving musicians the best possible tool to help them master their craft. It aims to reduce 
friction in the process of practicing and playing music and encourages more players to finely hone 
their craft without ever needing more than one tool. 

The Soundbrenner Core delivers the essential music tools musicians need in their daily routines. 
The vibrating metronome lets musicians feel the beat and replaces the intrusive audible “click” 
with vibrations 7x stronger than the average smartwatch, helping musicians to stay in tempo during 
practice and performances. The new and improved design allows rhythm customizations, 
multiplayer synchronization, DAW integration, and more. The all-environmental tuner twists off and 
magnetically attaches to any guitar, bass guitar, ukulele, or violin. Thanks to its built-in Piezo mic, 
the Soundbrenner Core is capable of detecting micro-vibrations from the strings and accurately 
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tune, even in the noisiest environments. In addition, the outer LED ring serves as a tuning guide 
that uses color indicators to help the musician tune to the right note. 
 
With the desire to eliminate the risk of hearing impairment that active musicians are exposed to, 
the Soundbrenner Core introduces a decibel meter. It monitors surrounding volume levels and 
alerts the wearer when it becomes potentially harmful. To make it easy for musicians to have their 
music tools always with them, the device also serves as an everyday watch. It is capable of 
receiving push and calls notifications from a user's smartphone. 
 
"Today's music tools are so bad, that we don't use them as often as we should, ultimately making 
us worse musicians. Instead of using nothing or compromising with basic apps, you can now have 
the best professional tools always with you at the convenience of your wrist. Any place, any time. 
It's the first device that actually gets out of the way, instead of in the way between you and your 
music," explains Florian Simmendinger, CEO of Soundbrenner. 
 
The Soundbrenner Core seamlessly integrates to Soundbrenner’s original metronome app, giving 
musicians greater ability for advanced customizations. The app, with over 2 million downloads 
worldwide, is used by 320,000 musicians every month and ranked as the highest rated metronome 
app for both iOS and Android. 
 
“Our goal is to create music tools that musicians actually want to use. To understand their needs, 
we reached out to hundreds of people during product development, from casual musicians to 
world-class artists such as John “JR” Robinson, the most recorded drummer in history ” adds Julian 
Vogels, CTO of Soundbrenner.  
 
The Soundbrenner Core comes in two premium versions, one made of high-quality polycarbonate 
and aluminum, and one in the material most favored by traditional watchmakers, stainless steel. 
Both editions, the Soundbrenner Core, and the Soundbrenner Core Steel carry a rating of IP66 and 
are water and dust resistant. Soundbrenner is also launching new accessories, including five 
interchangeable watch straps, made from silicone, woven nylon or premium Italian leather.  
 
To support the launch of this new product, the startup launches on Kickstarter with a funding goal 
of $50,000. Rewards for supporting the project include discounts for very early birds, with 
Soundbrenner Core at 229 dollars and Soundbrenner Core Steel at 329 dollars. It is estimated to 
ship out in early March 2019.  

For more information and tech specs, visit Soundbrenner’s website, Kickstarter page, or contact 
Kelvin Lee at kelvin@soundbrenner.com. 
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About Soundbrenner: 

Soundbrenner is a high-growth music technology startup from Berlin and Hong Kong, founded by 
two entrepreneurial musicians in 2014. Soundbrenner's mission is to bring great design and 
advanced technology to every musician on the planet, by combining wearable music tools with 
great software. This product ecosystem is designed to be used every single time music is made 
anywhere. To date, Soundbrenner sold and shipped over 50,000 wearables, which are available 
in music stores in over 40 countries. Soundbrenner's apps were downloaded over 2 million times 
and are currently used by over 300,000 musicians every month.  


